RRB: CBT 1
1. Who was the first person to use the term “Indus civilization”?
a. John Marshall
b. Vasco De Gama
c. Badshah khan
d. Columbus
2. Among the following who is known as India’s Napolean ?
a. Vikramaditya
b. Samudragupta
c. Chandragupta1
d. Chandragupta2
3. Which ruler stamped the figure of Goddess Laxmi on his coins
a. Chandragupta
b. Samudragupta
c. Mo. Ghori
d. Akbar
4. First Fort constructed by British in India is
a. Sewri Fort
b. Fort St. George
c. Fort William
d. None of these
5. Who is known as “father of Indian Unrest”?
a. Mahatma Gandhi
b. Rajendra Prasad
c. Sarvapalli Radhashrikrishnan
d. Bal Gangadhar Tilak
6. World Environment day is being celebrated on

a. 5 September
b. 5 June
c. 22 April
d. 28 February
7. Arjuna award is conferred in which of the following fields?
a. Art
b. Literature
c. Psychology
d. Sports
8. Who is the first and also the current chief minister and also the current of Telangana
a. Chandrababu Naidu
b. K. Chandrasekhar Rao
c. T. Rajaiah
d. None of these
9. The first partition of Bengal took place in
a. 1905 AD
b. 1957 AD
c. 1896 AD
d. 1909 AD
10.Indian javelin thrower who became the first ever Indian to win a gold medal at the Asian
Games
a. Rajesh Bind
b. Neeraj Chopra
c. Devendra Jhajharia
d. Kashinath Naik
11. Name the actor who has recently became the brand ambassador for road safety campaigns
a. Akshay kumar

b. Kunal khemu
c. Ranveer kapoor
d. Ranveer singh
12. The 36th national games will be held in
a. Mumbai
b. Banglore
c. Chennai
d. Goa
13. Kaiga Nuclear plant is situated in
a. Uttar Pradesh
b. Odisha
c. Maharashtra
d. Karnataka
14. ISRO has celebrated 50th anniversary of its “first composite solid propellant” named:
a. Trishul
b. Vikram
c. Tall
d. Mrinal
15. Who is the author of the novel “The fate of the butterflies”?
a. Nayantara Sahgal
b. Devpriya Roy
c. Nandini Bajpai
d. Anita Nair
16. A person is not able to see distinct as well as nearby objects is suffering from
a. Presbyopia
b. Myopia
c. Hypermetropia

d. None of these
17. Minimum distance required to hear an echo in meter
a. 13
b. 17
c. 21
d. 25
18. Red light is used in traffic signals due to its
a. high intensity
b. long wavelength
c. high frequency
d. all of these
19. Galvanometer can be converted into voltmeter by connecting
a. High resistance in series
b. High resistance in parallel
c. Low resistance in series
d. Low resistance in parallel
20. Fat can be separated from milk by
a. Cohesion
b. Adhesion
c. Centripital force
d. Centrifugal force
21. Raman effect is related to
a. Wavelength
b. scattering of light
c. ionizing power
d. none of these
22. Bat can fly in the dark because they produce

a. Radio wave
b. Ultrasonic Wave
c. Micro wave
d. Infrared Wave
23. Sparkling of diamond is due to
a. total internal reflection
b. Reflection
c. refraction
d. interference
24. Swimming pool appears less deeper than actual depth due to
a. reflection
b. refraction
c. scattering
d. none of these
25. The temperature at which Fahrenheit and Celsius both scales have same value is
a. 400
b. 400
c. 2730
d. 00
26. Which of the following is most reactive in nature
a. potassium
b. copper
c. aluminium
d.. lead
27. If the bullets could not be removed from gunshot injury of a man, it may cause poisoning
by
a. Fe

b. As
c. Pb
d. Hg
28. Which of the following is most abundant element on the surface of the sun
a. helium
b. hydrogen
c. argon
d. oxygen
29. Which among the following metal having lowest density
a. Li
b. Fe
c. Au
d. Diamond
30. Which of the following have least melting point
a. Gold
b. Mercury
c. copper
d. aluminium
31. The common name of Magnesium Sulphate heptahydrate is
a. Borax
b. Lime
c. Epsom salt
d. Gypsum
32. Who has discovered Nitrogen?
a. Faraday
b. Heisenberg
c. Hook

d. Rutherford
33. Which of the following having lubricating property
a. Hydrogen
b. Sulphur
c. Indium
d. Graphite
34. Carbohydrate in the plant are stored in the form of
a. Glycogen
b. starch
c. fructose
d. glucose
35. Main site of Photosynthesis is
a. Leaf
b. guard cells
c. stem
d. chloroplast
36. Small pores present on the surface of leaf is known as
a. Chlorophyll
b. Stomata
c. Guard cells
d. None of these
37. Photosynthesis is a
a. Photochemical process
b. Amphibolic process
c. Catabolic process
d. none of these
38. Which of the following elements is responsible for synthesis of proteins?

a. oxygen
b. hydrogen
c. carbondioxide
d. nitrogen
39. Bile juice is secreted by
a. kidney
b. liver
c. pancreas
d. intestine
40. Respiratory pigment in human body is
a. chlorophyll
b. blood
c. water
d. haemoglobin
41. In which part of the body food gets absorbed
a. large intestine
b. small intestine
c. both a&b
d. liver
42. White blood cells act as
a. a defence against infection
b. source of energy
c. for clotting of blood
d. a medium for oxygen transport
43. The bernoulli’s equatin is
a. mass conservation
b. momentum conservation

c. energy conservation
d. angular momentum conservation
44. Gas filled with LPG to detect any leakage is
a. metane mercaptan
b. ethane mercaptan
c. methyl mercaptan
d. ethyl mercaptan
45. Lightest gas filled in balloon is
a. nitrogen
b. hydrogen
c. helium
d. oxygen
46. If DREAM is coded as 78026 and CHILD is coded as 53417, how can LEADER be
coded?
a. 102087
b. 102780
c. 102078
d. 102708
47. If GRINDER is coded as 7654326, how is RENDER coded in that code
a. 642356
b. 624536
c. 624326
d. 623426
48. RED:EFS::BLUE:?
a. FVMC
b. DTKA
c. FUNC

d. GVND
49. ACF:PRU::EGK:?
a. JMO
b. ZAD
c. OQT
d. UWA
50. 10:101::20:?
a. 401
b. 200
c. 400
d. 201
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a. 97
b. 12
c. 125
d. 30
52. Meaningful order of the following words is
1:window
a. 32145

2: foundation

3:floor

4: ventilator

5:roof

b. 23145
c. 12345
d. 31245
53. Arrange the following words as per order in dictionary
1. LEAF

2. LEARNED

3. LEAVED

4. LEAK

5. LEADEN

a. 51423
b. 51432
c. 35142
d. 14235
54. Four friends were playing a game of cards sitting in a circle. S was right to R and G was
left to A. Which one of the following pairs were the partners?
a. R&A
b. G&S
c. R&S
d. G&R
55. In a class the students are standing in a row. A student is 11th from the right end and 9th
from the left end. How many students are standing in that row?
a. 19
b. 20
c. 21
d. 18
56. 7:47::9:?
a. 79
b. 94
c. 50
d. 81
57. If E=5 and HOTEL=12, how will you code LAMB?
a. 28

b. 7
c. 10
d. 26
58. A is the brother of B, B is the daughter of C and D is the father of A. Then how is C
related to D?
a. husband
b. wife
c. granddaughter
d. grandfather
59. Looking at a woman, Amit said, “she is the sister of husband of my wife”. How is the
woman related to Amit?
a. wife
b. sister
c. daughter
d. niece
60. M is 47 years old and J is 13 years old. In how many years M’s age will be twice of J?
a. 21
b. 24
c. 18
d. 19
61. Some equations are solved on the basis of a certain system. On the same basis find out the
answer for unsolved one?
2*3*4=432
5*6*7=765
7*8*9=987
2*5*7=?
a. 572
b. 752

c. 725
d. 257
62. Amit was born 5 year before Rakesh. Rakesh is 3 years younger to Anil. If Amit is now
17 years old, how old is Anil?
a. 15
b. 19
c. 12
d. 8
63. In a group of equal number of cows and herdsman the number of legs was 28 less than
four times the number of heads. The number of herdsman was
a. 7
b. 28
c. 14
d. 21
64. A clock with only dots marking 3,6,9,12 positions has been kept upside down in front of a
mirror. A person reads time in the reflection as 9:50. What is the actual time ?
a. 2:15
b. 8:40
c. 8:50
d. 4:15
65. Reaching the place of meeting 20 min before 8:50 h, Satish found himself 30min earlier
than the man who came 40 min late. What was the scheduled time of meeting?
a. 08:20
b. 08:10
c. 08:05
d. 08:00
66. Given that 25th February 2008 is Monday, what day is 2nd march of 2008?
a. Tuesday
b. Saturday

c. Sunday
d. Monday
67. If Friday falls on 15th September 2000,what will be the day on 15th September 2001?
a. Tuesday
b. Thursday
c. Friday
d. Saturday
68. A cyclist rides 20 km to east, turns north and rides 20 km, again turns left and rides 20km.
How far is he from initial point?
a. 20km
b. 0

c. 20 2 km

d. 26km
69. A person walks towards his house at 8:00 am and observes his shadow to his right. In
which direction he is walking?
a. south
b. south east
c. north
d. west
70. Select the correct set of symbols which will fit in the given equation
23
a. +3=;*1=
b. *3=;*1=
c. +3=;+1=

26

27

d. *3=;+1=
71. The least value of “a” for which 7a5462 is divisible by 9?
a. 3
b. 6
c. 9
d. 1
72. The unit digit in the product 684*759*413*676 is
a. 2
b. 4
c. 6
d. 8
73. Two numbers are in the ratio of 15:11. If their HCF is 13, find the numbers?
a. 195&169
b. 15 & 13
c. 225& 169
d. 169&169
74. Find the least number which when divided by 20,25,35,40 leaves remainder 14,19,29,34
respectively?
a. 1284
b. 1294
c. 1394
d. None of these
75. A third of Arun’s marks in mathematics exceeds a half of his marks in English by 30. If
he got 240 marks in the two subjects together, how many marks did he get in English?
a. 180
b. 60
c. 120
d. 40

76. The cube root of 0.000216 is
a. 0.006
b. 0.6
c. 0.06
d. 0.0006
77. Find the average of all prime numbers from 30 to 50?
a. 34
b. 36.2
c. 38.8
d. 39.8
78. There were 35 students in a hostel. Due to admission of 7 new students, the expenses of
the mess were increased by Rs.42 per day while the average expenditure diminishes per head
by Re. 1. What was the original expenditure of the mess in rupees?
a. 320
b. 360
c. 400
d. 420
79. The sum of squares of three consecutive odd numbers is 2531. Find the numbers?
a. 27,29,31
b. 29,31,33
c. 25,27,29
d. None of these
80. Evaluate 28% of 450 + 45% of 280?
a. 242
b. 252
c. 262
d. 372
81. Find the single discount equivalent to a series discount of 20%, 10%, & 15% ?

a. 35%
b. 38.8%
c. 42.5%
d. 47.25%
82. Four milkmen rented a pasture. A grazed 24 cows for 3 months, B 10 cows for 5 months,
C 35 cows for 4 months & D 21 cows for 3 months. If A’s share of rent is Rs. 720 then total
rent of the field is in rupees is
a. 3150
b. 3200
c. 3250
d. 3300
83. A can do a certain job in 12 days. B is 60% more efficient than A. How many days does
B alone take to do the same job?
a. 7.5 days
b. 9.5 days
c. 12 days
d. 6 days
84. A pump can fill a tank in 3 hours. Because of a leak now it took 3.5 hours. If the tank is
full, how much hours will the leak take to empty the tank?
a. 15
b. 18
c. 21
d. 24
85. A cyclist covers 750 m in 2.5 minutes. What is the speed in kmph of the cyclist?
a. 18
b. 16.25
c. 16.82
d. 12
86. At what rate percent per annum will a sum of money double in 16 years?

a. 5.5
b. 6.25
c. 7.25
d. None of these
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87. Evaluate: log

5

32

 2log + log
16

9

243

a. log2
b. log3
c. log7
d. log5
88. The dimension of an open box are 50 cm, 40 cm and 24 cm. Its thickness is 4 cm. If 1
cubic cm of metal used in the box weighs 0.25 gms, find the weight of the box?
a. 5.28N
b. 45.28N
c. 53.62N
d. 51.78N
89. If each edge of a cube is increased by 30%, find the % increase in surface area?
a. 119
b. 85
c. 69
d. 30
90. A man on the top of the tower, standing on the seashore finds that a boat coming towards
him takes 10minutes for the angle of depression to change from 300 to 600. Find the time
taken by the boat to reach the shore from this position?
a. 20min

b. 50min
c. 10 min
d. 12.5min
Study the following pie chart and table and solve Questions 91 & 92:

91. Find the population of village S if the population of village X below poverty line in 1997
is 12160?
a. 22000
b. 20000
c. 12160
d. 22500
92. If the population of village R in 1997 is 32000, then what will be the population of village
Y below poverty line?
a. 14350
b. 15560
c. 18600
d. 15600
93. On dividing 12401 by a number, we get 76 as quotient and 13 as remainder. What is
divisor?
a. 153
b. 175
c. 163

d. None of these
94. Find the smallest number of five digits exactly divisible by 16,24,36 and 54?
a. 10064
b. 10368
c. 10668
d. 11652

785*785*785+435*435*435

95.

simplifies to
785*785+435*435‑785*435

a. 1220
b. 1120
c. 1235
d. 1285
96. The average of five consecutive even numbers is 10 then find the smallest of these
numbers?
a. 2
b. 4
c. 6
d. 8
97. The product of two natural numbers is 17. Then, the sum of reciprocals of their squares is:

290

a.
291

290

b.
289

289

c.
290

288

d.
289

98. If 3xy = 27 and 3x+y=243 the y=?
a. 4
b. 1
c. 2
d. 5
99. If A’s height is 40% less than that of B, how much % B’s height is more than that of A?

2

a. 66
3

b. 66.5

2

c. 64
3

3

d. 66
5

100. In a mixture of 60 litres, the ratio of milk and water is 2:1. If this ratio is to be 1:2, then
the quantity of water to be further added is
a. 20 litre
b. 40 litre
c. 60 litre
d. none of these

